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both had a maximum thickness of 2 cm. The incidence of the foils
varied between +50 with the ratios of the injection to free stream
velocity of up to 0.2, and a concentration of poly~ethylene oxide),
OLYOX WSR 301, of 200 ppm. The injection slits on both foils are

situated one-tenth of a chord downstream oft the leading edge. The
gap of the injection slit was 0.0127 cm for the small foil and
twice this value for the larger foil.

The forces on the foils, both for the injection of water andolymer solutions, were measured using block gauges. It was found
hat the changes in drag and lift forces are qualitatively differ-
nt for water and polymer injections as well as for injections on
he suction (upper) and pressure (lower) sides of the foils. For
xample, when the polymer injection is on the suction side of the
oils, the lift increases while the drag decreases. On the other
and, when the polymer injection is on the pressure side both the
ift and drag decrease, though the lift-to-drag ratio increases.

Based on the present results, and those of other authors, a:entative explanation of the lift increase effect is presented.
ince this effect is more pronounced when the injection is perform-
d in the high curvature region close to the leading edge, it is
heorized that the polymer injection interacts with the high local
elocity gradients along the foil and creates a change in the po-
ential-flow pressure distribution, this change being caused by a
ocal increase of the effective foil curvature due to the visco-
lastic behavior of the polymer solution under high strain rates.
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EFFECT OF DRAG-REDUCING POLYMER INJECTION ON THE
UFI AND DRAG OF A TWO-DIENOONAL HYDROFOIL

D. II. Fruman. T. R. &undaram and S. J. Daugard,

Hydronautics, Incorporated, U. S. A.

Summary

The present paper describes an experimental investigation on the effects of injectihg drag-
reducing polymer solutions into the turbulent boundary layer of two NACA 63, two-dimensional,
symmetrical, hydrofoils. The experiments were performed in a high-speed circulating channel
with free stream velocities of up to 13 m/sec. The two foils used were 10 and 20 cm in chord,
though both had a maximum thickness of 2 cm. The incidence of the foils varied between t 50
with the ratios of the injection to free stream velocity of up to 0.2, and a concentration of poly(eth-
yleme oxide), POLYOX WSR 301, of 200 ppm. The Injection slits on both foils are situated one-
tenth of a chord downstream of the leading edge. The gap of the Injection slit was 0. 0127 cm for

the small foil and twice this value for the larger foil.

The forces on the foils, both Ifor the injection of water and polymer solutions, were
measured using block gauges. It was found that the changes in drag and lift forces are qualitatively
different for water and polymer injections as well as for injections on the suction (upper) and
pressure (lower) sides of the foils. For example, when the polymer injection is on the suction
side of the foils, the lift increases while the drag decreases. On the other hand, when the polymer
injection is on the pressure side both the lift and drag decrease, though the lift-to-drag ratio
Increases.

Based on the present results, and those of other authors, a tentative explanation of the lift
incrase effect is presented. Since this effect is more pronounced when the injection is perform-
ed in the high curvature region close to the leading edge, it is theorized that the polymer injection
interacts with the high local velocity gradients along the foil and creates a change in the potential-
flow pressure distribution, this change being caused by a local increase of the effective foil cur-

vature due to the viscoelastic behaviour of the polymer solution under high strain rates.
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ttnt Mornl Conference on PAPER E2

Drag Reduction
4th- 6th September, 1974

i'Tr OF DRAG-RN)UCDIG POLYMER MI T ON THE

TAND DRAG OF A TWO-DIME KWAL HYDROFOIL

D. H. Fruman. T. R. Sundaram and S. J. Daugard,

Hydronautics. Incorporated, U.S.A.

Summary

The present paper describes an experimental Investigation on the effects of Injecting drag-

reducing potymer solutions Into the turbulent boundary layer of two NACA 63, two-dimensional.

symmetrical, hydrofoils. The experiments were performed in a high-speed circulating channel

wita free stream velocities of up to 13 m/sec. The two foils used were 10 and 20 cm in chord.

though both had a maximum thickness of 2 cm. The inciJence of the foils varied between ! 50
with the ratios of the injection to free stream velocity of up to 0. 2, and a concentration of poly(eth-

ylene oxide), POLYOX WSR 301, of 200 ppm. The injection slits on both foils are situated one-

tenth of a chord downstream of the Itadang edge. The gap of the injection qlit was 0. 0127 cm for

the small foil and twice this value for the larger foil.

The forces am the foils, both for the Injection of water and polymer solutions, were

measured using block gauges. It was found that the changes in drag and lift forces are qualitatively

different for water and polymer injections as well as for injections on the suction (upper) and

pressure (lower) sides of the foils. For example, when the polymer injection is on the auction

side of the foils, the lift increases ,hlle the drag decreases. On the other hano, when the polymer

Injection Is on the pressure side both the lift and drag decrease, though the lift-to-drag ratio

Increases.

Based on the present results, and those of other authors, a tentative explanation of the lift

increase effect is presented. Since this effect is more pronounced when the injection is perform-

ed in the high curvature region close to the leading edge. it is theorized that the polymer injection

interacts with the high local velocity gradients along he foil and creates a change in the potential-

flow pressure distribution, this change being caused k y a local increase of the effective foil cur-

vature due to the vinctelastlc behaviour of the polymer solution under high strain rates.
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INTRODUCTION

Following an earlier publication by Wu (Ref. I), the effects of
drag-reducing polymer solutions on the lift of hydrorolls and the thrust
of propellers have been investigated by several authors. Examination of
the availlatle experimental data shows that .nder given flow conditions,
the drag-reducing fluids may either improve or hinder the hydroiynamic
characteristics of lifting tcdies depending on their planform and section
geometry. For example, Kowalsky (Ref. 2) h2s reported that the thrust
and the efficiency of a three-tlalej propeller decreases when operating
In a homogeneous polymer solution, while Henderson (Ref. 3) has shown
that the thrust Jecreases and the efflciency increases In the case of a
two-bladed propeller. This discrepancy may be ascribed to the differences
In the number and geometry of the blades of the two propellers as well as
In the particular range of values of the advance coeffici, nt used In the
tests.

Similar ccntradictory results have also been published concerning
hydrofoils. Sarpkaya ani Ralnpy (Ref. 4) have stated that homogeneous
dilute polymer solutions have no discernible effect upon the mean forces
produced by a two-d1mensional symmetrical hydrofoil. On the other hand,
Wolf and Cahn (Ref. 5) have repcrted that, for a tapered three-dimen-
sional hydrofoil in homogeneous polymer solutions, a significant shifting
of the lift curve equivalent to a reduction of about three to four de-
grees In the foil anZle occurs. This effect was noticed at high free-
stream velocities even for the lowest concentration of the polymer.
Again, the differences In the geometry of the foils and in the test con-
ditions may be responsible for the difference In the two results.

The effects of Injecting a drag-reducing polymer Into the boundary
layers of three-dimensional and two-dimensional hydrofoils have been in-
vestigated respectively b Wolf and Cahn (Ref. 5) and Lehman and
Suessmann (Ref. 6). The former autr.ra found that polymer injection on
the suction side -f a tapered three-dimensional hydrofoil produced 9
significant lift reduction, while the latter authors _-port that the lift
can either Increase or decrease depending on whether the Injection Is on
thi siction (upper) or pressure (lower) side of the hydrofoil.

The results of Lehman and Suessmann represent the first systematic
attempt to gain some understanding of the "lift effect" problem. How-
ever, since their tests were limited to a single foll section, NACA 65C,
76.2 cm In chord, art free stream velocities up to only 5 m/sec, further
research is required to exteni their results to other foil sections and
to a wider range of flow conditions.

Th , present paper describes the effects of Injeetlng a drag-reducing
pelymer solution !nto the tounJary layer of two NACA 63 two-dimensional
symmetrical hyirofoils, 10 an'! 2C cm In chord, with C and 10 percent
relative thickness, respectiv-ly. The maximum polymer injection velocity
was about 2r pf-rcent of the free-stroam velocity which ranged from '3 to
13 m/sec.

The results indicate that the :njectlon of the drag-reducing polymer
produces an Increase of the lift-drag rst!o of the folls, regardless of
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wh'-ther th, ir,.!-ct~on ! ma 1-1 o-n th. -utic! on p)r*,.;ur, T~ rXf th- f"cT
nurf'acr.. Thr' ma'nliI-* th. !T Icped on tie' 1t'*v thl-,krv :7n
nnri' 0-aer-1 of' tfir . 1 *~j L-nr ;,r ni rin on th* 1nJ.-ct1(on rind

EXPElflVENTAE PROCEIXJ1RE

The: tents wrre perfnrmrt iIn the HYDRONArITICS Mhi' Spr, I Chanrir'i
(Ref. 7), Flgur* 1. mroiCf-i to :-ItOl &i two-dim:nsional flo~w, %uiz

:imingnting the frre* nurflic' -'lff#ets which may have ntherwl'- nccurr'i
'tthc- thigh spcfds usrl Ir thy.t.rt. ThIs mo1iflcatlon Iner!pcp..rz_ i

rof-wt r peal d.c;7A t3n-ts whIch was attache-I te t!-.-

portedI vertically toy mf.*onz c~r' a -,Jock gaijv' rsrrans"'.Mr',nt and ci nr*:.n:
contr'ol system, as 1nd1cat(:l In Flf-ure- 2. In nrlpr to mlrllzr. :tiy--n
tralninent, which may lo IniuerI V-y the: low presnur-c ork tfi(- sucton r; v'
of' the foil, the upper siir- of the roof was flooded7 . To cre-9t-
Conditions for P two-ime.nsonhl I'low amnd to avoid srcondary ftlcwa
tween the lower an.] .apper n.-'ction -'- the roof, an o-n'i plati wan ~~t.- r

the cross Bection of the l'oll. tbei*ng frr-(e to move with It (Figu~re P).
Since the tests were 1desljneii to obtain comparativoe measurements -%f tlhr
hydrodynamic charact-rlstcs of the foils wth and w~thout lnjF'ct~nn,
no specific investigation o:l the fenri gap effect was madle Nurinp. t!iIS
studly. Results. publishrd relsPwhe!rkc (Ref. 8) demonstrate, that with
these particular precautions, the lift and drag coefficients of the hy-
drofoils are close to other known two-dimensional valujes.

The cross section of both foils was a NACA 63 symmnetrical proflc-.
The small foil, Figure 3, was 10.16 cm Inl chord with 21) percent relat!v,*
thickness and the large foll was 20.32 cm* in chord with 10 percent
relative thickmesz. -Therefore, the absolute thickness..of _,both :'olsws
the same, 2.1032 cm. In'both models, thc-' inJeetion slits wp~re raltuatc,, -

at a 10 percent .chojrd distance fromt the leading edie, jso-that tht- actual-
distances for the two are 1.016 and 2.032!cm.

The injectlon slits were Aesigned s~o as to decrease the si1l

local perturbations which may t-c produced by the* e-jcted rlulri. As
Zhown in Figure A~, the Inclination of the- 3lits, relative to thce. fc~l
tangrent at the lnjectlon station, wa 70, for both foils. Based on tho-
empirical relatlionship lescribing the dirflislon of a di lute rpolymer so-
lution ovpr a flat plate obtained tby Fruman and Tulin (Ref-. 9), the gp
of the Injectors was srnle~cteed to he 0.01?7 cm for the small foil1 anai

m.25)s cm for the 1argp~ foil.

The roils were fahricat-id from aluminum and then chrow, plated.
A silicone spray was applied to the stirroce or tie roils In order to
pr'~sorvp the quality of the fInIsh.

Henceforth thoe rolls will be~ rr~f'err#!d to an the 1IN ond PO-am cher-i
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The free stream velocity In the test section was measured with a
3 mm 0!.ameter Prandit tube placed ahead of the hydrofoils. Though it Is
known that, In general, the stagnation pressur'e readings of' such tubes
are affe cted byr the polymer solutions, It Is believed that In the present
case the relatively small build-up of polymer concentrations In the re-

circulating, water and the relatively large diameter. of tepoemk
any significant errors highly Improbable.

The lift and drag, forces were mreasured by means o~f four reluctance-
type block gauges attached to the foils as shown In Figure 2. The total
lift and :Irag load capacities ci* thece gauges were 90 and 16 kg, re-
spectively. The electrical output signal from the gauges was integratedA
ove.r a tpn-second period and thp average- values were recordred.

The inje..cted fluids were contained In nine-gallon reservoir,
which was presnurizred- 3o as to dr1,vc-- the I'lulds Into the Injection slit
through a pipe sy-tem. The.- pipe zystom contains a regulating valve and
a rotameter for the detoerminatilor, of the flow rate. The- rotameter was
calitratel with water only, h'it war. also uned for the polymer solutions..
Independent checks showed that thp rheologicol characteristics of the
Illute polymer solution dor-s not oignif Icantly rffeet the calibration of
the rotameter.

The polymer used 1n these Lests was poly (ethylene oxlde),POLYOX
WR 301*, which has been demonstrate4 to be A highly efficient drag-
reducing agent. The method of preparation of the dilute polymer so-
lutions has bpren descrlhe'I elsewhere (Ref. 9). A constant polymer
concentration of' PO0 ppm was used In all the tests.

ACCURACY AND REPEATABILITY OF THE TESTS

As previously outlined, thr, objfective of the test program was to
investigate the relative changes caused in the hydrodynamic forces on
the fol-by In.jections of water and dilute polymer solutions., Or course,.
for a proprer assessment of these small changes It Ii.. t-setntial to as-
certain thLe basic accuracy and degree of repeatability of. the maeasure-
mente under conditions of zrero Injection.

Due to certain inherent features of the experimental equipment and,
proedures used In the tests, some Inaccuracies may arise. The In-
accuracies may be due to Inadequacies in the measuring equipment (such
as thoe force gauges, the velocity probe and the manometer), unsteadInes's.
of flow conditions ahead of the hydrofoils (turbulence as well as low-_
frequency rluctuations) and model deflection under loads.

The force gauges arc sufficiently linear In the operating range or
the tests for any errora due to nonlincaritlea to he negligibly small.
Moreover, since the force mesurements are obtained from a ten-second
Integration of the Instantaneous gouge output, errors due to high-
frequency velocity fluctuations am,. unlikely. However, the efrective

Manuf'acturpd by Union Carbidn Corporition.
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mean velocity during the integration perlol ;a., A*Tl,'r.. it Lrom th,-
"nominal" channel spe,:,) indicated by the mercury manometer assoal-tei
with the velocity probe. For thr purpose of the present investI a t!o,
however, the "nominal" free( stream velocity was usc'd Instead of the
average value. Random errors, such as those created b:y the defl-ct'cr,
of the foil under loa'ds, are difficult t evaluate and may a]versly
affect the accuracy as well as repeatability of the t,-sts. The deflcc-
tion of the foil under loads, especially at high foil angles, is In-
herent to the mechanical arrangement of the foil mounting. A more
sophisticated arrangement which would avoid these eflections was beyonl
the scope of the present program.

A systematic analysis of the variances in the lift and ,rag coeffl-
cients of both hydrofoils without Injection Indicates a mean deviation
of about ±2 percent for practically all the free-stream velccItl;,.
These results are summarized in Figures 5 and .i for the 10 an. 2C-cm
chord hydrofoils, respectively. It should be pointel out, however, that
at the lower free stream velocity (r3 m/sec), the drag measur(ments in-
dicate a relatively larger deviation from tne mean values. This re.ult
Is not surprising since at the relatively small Reynolds number appro-

priate to the low-speed case, boundary-layer transition on the .foil !s
quite sensitive to the turbulent conditions in the test sf:ction, thl'
foil surface roughness, etc.

The hydrodynamic characteristics of the foils were Insensitive
to the build-up of an homogeneous polymer concentration In the recirca-
lated water, sine- the polymer solution degrades when circulate.I through
the 1000 HP centrifugal pump of the high speed channel. Moreover, the
concentration build-up was never allowed to exceed 1 ppm

PRESENTATION OF THE RESULTS

The effects of water and polymer injection on the drag of the foils.
at zero angle of attack are shown in Figure 7. For. water injection, t!.!e.
percentage change in drag Is positive and decreases as the velocity in-.
creases. On the other hand, polymer Injection decreases the ,irag. over,
the entire range of speeds tested, though the effect becomes more pro-
nounced as the free-stream velocity increases. The results also n11- .
cate that an increase in the Injection velocity of the polymer solution
produces an Increase in the drag reduction. Finally, for the same free-
stream and injection veloclties, the drag reduction I larger for the
larger foil. It can be seen from Figure 7 that the ,lirferences in drag -

reduction between the 10 and 20 cm foils are well correlated In terms
of their differences In Reynolds number alone.

Even at zero angle the lift of the foJl Is affected by the in-
J,ctlons, Figure 8. While the water Injection to accompanied by the
production of a negative or negligtible lift, dependrIng on the length anll
relative thickness of the rol, the polymer injectton generates a post-
tive lift on both rolls over practieally the nntire ranien or rPee-stream
velociti es.

El-I9



The opposite effects of the water and polymer Injection at zero
foil angle are clearly demonstrated by the tests performed at a rmall
foil angle, Figure 9. Ther.e also exists very significant differences
in lift effects, depending on whether the polymer injection is made on
the suction (upper) or pressure (lower) side of the foils. In the first
case, the lift increases with increasing free-stream velocity, while in
the second case, the lift decreases with Increasing iree-stream velocity.

Figures 10 ind 11 present the changes In lift and drag associated
with two different rates of injection of the POLYOX WSR 301 solution,
for the 10 cm chord hydrofoil and foil angles of 2.5 and 50, respec-
tively. It can be seen from the figures that the results for the two
cases are qualitatively the same, though the smaller angle of attack
seems to have produced the larger quantitative changes.

The results of the polymer injection for the 20 cm chord hydrofoil
and a 2.50 foil angle, are presented in Figure 12. In this case also,
the lift Increases when the Injection Is made on the suction side, while
It decreases when the injection is made on the pressure side. In both
cases the drag is significantly reduced. Although the lift and drag
effects under polymer Injection conditions are of Interest In themselves,
the ultimate effectiveness of the injection In Improving the hydrodynamic
characteristics of the foil can only be assessed by con3iderine the
changes in the lift-drag ratio. Figure 13 shows the difference between
the lift-drag ratio produced b.j polymer injections on the suction and
pressure siaes of the 10 cm chord foil. In both cases the lift-drag
ratio is significantly increased, although the variations with the
free-stream velocity are significantly different. The results, for the
20 cm chord foil are similar to those for the 10 cm chord hydrofoil.

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

Several important conclusions can be drawn from the results de- '° :.
scribed in the previous section. These are:

(I) With polymer Injection the drag is generally reduced
regar:iless of whether the Injection Is on the suction or pressure sidC-
of the foUl surface. For the same foll angle, rate of Injection an.d
polymer concentration, the drag reduction effect appears to be well
correlated with the Reynolds number.

(Ii) When the polymer solution is injected on the upper sur=" '
face (suction side) of the hydrofoils, there is, in general, an increase
in lift. However, at the lowest free-stream velocities tested, there
appears to be a slight decrease in lift. The magnitude of the lift
effect, for equal rates of injection, polymer concentration and Reynolds
number, nppears to he strongly dependent on the slenderness ratlo or
the Coil.

(111) When the polymer solution 1.8 ejected into the pressure
s ie of the foil surfaco, Increases or deceaes in lift occur ,tepending
on the foil angle, relative thickness of the roil, and the Reynolds
number.

E2-20



(iv) Water injection under con lt': ..s corrc.pcr. Ung to those
tested either produces negligible effects or effects r.ppos.ite to those
with polymer injection.

The above conclusion- are In general qualltative agreement with
those of Lehman and Suessmann.(Ref. 6). Specifically, the present results
firmly establish the lift-increase and irag-re'luction effects associatei
with pclymer injections on the suction side of an hydrofoil. The present
results also demonstrate that the increase in lift is strongly lependent
on the relative thickness of the foil. Figures 8, 10a and 12a show that,
for the same Reynolds number, 1.3 X 1 0 b, a Aecrease of the relative
thickness from 20 to 10 percent produces about a tenfold Jecrease In the
lift effect.

It is unlikely that, for the symmetrical foil shapes and the
relatively small incidences considered here, separation of the boundary
layer from ei ther the upper or lower surface of the foil occurs (Refs.
10, 8) in water at the above Reynolds numbers. Therefore, if polymer
injection affects the structure of the boundary layer and Its separa-
tion at all, then the only effect which may be :xpected Is a lift re-
duction due to an advanced separation. Since the test results demon-
strate the opposite, It appears that the observed increases in'lift can
only be explained In terms of a changed potential-flow pressure Me-
tribution on the hydrofoil surface. The date indicate thaL the observe,!
increases in lift may be directly related to the magnitude of the ve-
locity grailent (and hence the prrssure gradient) along the surface of
the foil In the region close to the injection slit. In general, the
velocity gradient increases on 4-he upper surface of an hydrofoil and
decreases on the lower surface when the angle of incidence increases.
The absolute values of the lift increases due to polymer injection are
poltted In Figure I& against the angle of incidence. It can be seen
that the lift changes increase continuously with the angle of incidence,
as would be expected if the former were dependent primarily on the
magnitude of the velocity gradient at the .ocation of the injection slit.

A definitive explanation for the observed llft Inrease will- havecto'" t-
await detailed measurements of the pressure distributions on the hyi.ro- -.
foll. Systematic measurements should also be marde for various locatlons-v'
of the slit relative to the leading edge of the foils. In this context
It Is relevant to note that the results of Lehman and Suessmann, clearly--
indicate that the lift increases are larger when the Injection on the.
upper surface Is performed closer to the leading edge of the foil.

CONCLUDING REMARKS AND RECOM7"NDATIONS

The present tests demonstrate that substantial increases in the
lift-to-drag ratio of hydrofoils and performance of propellers can b'e
obtained by polymer injection from suitably located injection slits.
Thus at relatively low velocities and Incidence, injection Into the
lower (pressure) aide of the foils seems to be more effective, w1ile at
higher velocities Injection Into the upper (suction) surface seems to be
lefinitely superior. Moreover, Injection In reqions of high velocity
gradient (that i., closer to the leading edge) seems to lead to better
results.



IMc prf~s(.-nt tests hnv- -,nly jI~t w Ith two-,i 'mej ; ona I by ir' :*(1 :;

~rt, ~ from consilrt Ion, of prnctical "tplection, thre-, Imns'!
Vt -ctL are, likely to I1e quite: importnnt, sinc", a -Ign~It'licnt lnfics i

fra ma , expectpd tro arU're. Never the less, the pror*mnt tests Offfer
cons1,1ierahlj' n'vIo1nce on thn sul starnt.1ai li ft augmentation th?,t ca:n l
ichievc-A wi4th proper polymer In.Iectlon.
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Fig. I Hydronautics, Incorporated high-speed channel
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